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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
The control of hemodynamic status is important because it can affect intraocular pressure (IOP) in patients undergoing eye surgery. We wanted to compare IOP changes in patients undergoing cataract surgery based on local anaesthesia and general anaesthesia with laryngeal mask and laryngoscopy types.

METHODS
In this double-blind non-randomized controlled trial; 170 patients 40-80 years old (ASA class I-II) candidates for elective cataract surgery enrolled to the study by convenience sampling method. After informed consent, patients were allocated to five groups A, B, C, D and E respectively. A) local anaesthesia, B) Macintosh laryngoscope, C) McCoy laryngoscope, D) video GlideScope and E) laryngeal mask airway. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures, mean arterial pressure, oxygen saturation and IOP were measured before, immediately and 5 minutes after airway intervention. IOP was measured with a Tono-Pen. Data was analysed by SPSS-16 using repeated measure ANOVA (Analysis of Variance), post hoc Tukey and chi-square tests. P-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
115 patients (67.6%) were female and 55 (32.4%) were male. In the local anaesthetic group, mean of IOP decreased significantly after airway intervention (p = 0.001). In laryngeal mask, Macintosh laryngoscope, McCoy laryngoscope and video GlideScope groups, IOP increased immediately and decreased 5 minutes after airway intervention (p = 0.001). Before the airway intervention, the mean of IOP in local anaesthetic group was higher than other groups (p = 0.012). Immediately and 5 minutes after air intervention, mean of IOP of the Macintosh laryngoscope was higher than other groups respectively (p<0.001, p=0.029).

CONCLUSIONS
Our results showed that Macintosh laryngoscopy has more effects on IOP in patients undergoing cataract surgery in comparison to other anaesthetic methods.

to control of hemodynamic changes can increases the risk of postoperative nausea, vomiting and the IOP. Medical scientists are looking for find safe methods that have the least effect on IOP. In some studies, new methods have been compared with the routine method of intubation by laryngoscopes. The result of this studies was controverisal. Cataract is age-dependent disease, and patients who suffering from cataract are in developed age and consequently, cardiovascular disease is also higher in these patients. The aim of this study was to compare IOP changes in patients undergoing cataract surgery based on local and general anaesthesia with laryngeal mask and several types of laryngoscopy. In this study, the Tono-Pen electronic tonometer were used extensively to measure hemodynamic and IOP changes.

**METHODS**

The population of this Double-blind non-randomized controlled trial consists of patient's candidate for cataract surgery who referred to Moradi hospital (Rafsanjan, Iran) from March 2018 to January 2019. The sample size was calculated 34 people by formula (in each group) who were enrolled to study by convenience Sampling method.

**Inclusion Criteria**

Patients aged between 40 and 80 years, American Society of Anaesthesia (ASA) physical status classification I & II.

**Exclusion Criteria**

Patients dissatisfied with getting involved in the study, cardiovascular, respiratory and neuromuscular disorders, disorders of the coagulation system, high aspiration risk, history of difficult intubation, chance of difficult intubation in clinical examinations (Mallampati score 4, stiff neck, mouth opening less than 35 mm, and Thyromental Distance less than 65 mm), patients with aspiration, vomiting, and cardiac arrest during anaesthesia, laryngoscopy and sedative use within 24 hours prior to the procedure were excluded.

Cardiovascular monitoring including electrocardiogram, pulse oximetry and blood pressure was performed for all patients in operating room. In this study, 5 groups were examined. A) Without induction, premedication was performed with midazolam (1 mg) and opioid (Fentanyl 1 μg/kg), and Tetracaine 0.5% eye drops were used to numb the eye before surgery. B) Intubation with direct laryngoscopy with Macintosh blade number 3. C) Intubation with direct McCoy laryngoscope with blade number 3. D) Intubation with video Glide Scope with blade number 3. E) Laryngeal mask. With the draw, the first patient was allocated in Group C. Thus, the second patient allocated in group D, the third patient in group E, the fourth patient in the group A and the fifth patient in the group B at the end. As premedication, Fentanyl (1 μg/kg) and midazolam (1 mg) 5 minutes before inhalation was given to all patients (n=170) before surgery. Patients in groups B, C, D and E were pre-oxygenation for 3 minutes (100%). Then, anaesthesia performed with propofol (2 mg/kg) and atracurium (0.5 mg/kg). During maintenance, 50% nitrous oxide, 50% oxygen concentration and 1% Isoflurane gas were used. For all patients except the local group, the same drug was used. Anaesthesiologist was the same for everyone.

IOP in all five groups were measured before then immediately and 5 minutes after airway intervention using a Tono-Pen (Tono-Pen AVIA® Tonometer, Reichert Technologies Distributor, USA). Also, systolic, diastolic and mean arterial pressure was measured by patient care monitoring system (SAADAT Co, Iran) and heart rate (via monitoring) at the above times. Data analyser did not know the grouping.

**Statistical Analysis**

Data analysed by SPSS, 16 (SPSS, SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois) using repeated measure ANOVA (To assess changes in IOP at different stages of measurement in within group), Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) (To assess the changes in IOP at each stage between the groups), post hoc Tukey and chi-square tests. P-value less than 0.05 considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

From 170 patients, 115 (67.6%) were female and 55 (32.4%) were male. Mean ± SD age was 63.59±8.87 years. 59 patients (34.7%) had ASA class I and 111 patients (65.3%) were in ASA class II. There were no statistically significant differences in age, gender and ASA class between the study groups in the study (p> 0.05). There was no significant difference in the risk of aspiration, difficult intubation, sedation and the nausea and vomiting in between the groups (p> 0.05).

The results of ANOVA test showed that the mean of IOP in local group (23.29 ± 12.30 mmHg) was significantly higher than other groups before airway intervention (p= 0.012). Immediately after airway intervention, the mean of IOP in Macintosh laryngoscope (24.41±6.03 mmHg) group was significantly higher than other groups (p< 0.001). In addition, 5 minutes after airway intervention, mean of IOP in Macintosh laryngoscope group was 19.29±5.04 mmHg. This IOP level was significantly higher than other groups (p= 0.029). Mean of IOP was compared in each group at different stages of measurement by repeated measure ANOVA. In each group, IOP changes were significant at different stages of measurement (p= 0.001) (Table 1).

The results of the Tukey post hoc test showed that before intervention, the mean of IOP in the local anaesthetic group was significantly higher than the laryngeal mask group (p= 0.003), the McCoy group (p= 0.006) and the video GlideScope group (p= 0.002). Immediately after airway intervention, mean of IOP in the Macintosh laryngoscope (p< 0.001), McCoy laryngoscope (p= 0.012) and video GlideScope (p= 0.015) was higher than Local anaesthesia. Also, mean of IOP of Macintosh laryngoscope (p= 0.001), McCoy laryngoscope (p= 0.015) and video Glide Scope (p= 0.018) was higher than laryngeal mask (Table 2).
The aim of this study was to compare the IOP changes in the patients undergoing cataract surgery based on local anaesthesia and general anaesthesia with laryngeal mask and laryngoscopy types. The results showed that the IOP in anaesthesia with the Macintosh laryngoscope, immediately after induction of anaesthesia, was higher than other anaesthetic methods. On the other hand, Macintosh laryngoscopy had a significant effect on the increase in IOP. McCoy Laryngoscope and video Glide Scope were also able to significantly increase the IOP immediately after airway intervention. It should be noted that the IOP of all study groups decreased significantly 5 minutes after airway intervention. In a study Agah and her colleagues found that Macintosh laryngoscopy can increase IOP and hemodynamic changes in comparison with the Optical Air TraQ (OAT). Therefore, it is more harmful to anaesthesia in eye surgery, especially in the open ocular trauma. (10) Karaman et al in 2016 was reported the IOP changes was higher in Macintosh laryngoscope compared to the McGrath Series 5 video laryngoscope. (11) In a study Ahmad was reported Macintosh laryngoscope shown higher level in IOP at 1 min after intubation in comparison to Glide-Scope assisted tracheal intubation. (12) Das et al. in 2016 were found that Macintosh laryngoscopes had a significant increase in IOP and hemodynamic response to laryngoscopy and intubation in comparison with Airtraq laryngoscopy. (5) McCoy et al. showed that the use of the Macintosh blade had significantly more force being applied during laryngoscopy in compared to use of the McCoy blade. (13) Singhal et al. Found that the Macintosh laryngoscopy create higher increase in IOP and hemodynamic responses to laryngoscopy and intubation in compare to the McCoy laryngoscope. (9) The reasons of the studies were similar to our founding. McCoy et al. showed that using McCoy Blade improves laryngeal vision, this reduces pressure on laryngoscopy and intubation. As a result, hemodynamic reflexes are not clinically significant. (14) Haidry et al. Found that hemodynamic changes were shorter using McCoy’s laryngoscope. (15) The results of the study by Lamb et al. Indicated that the change in IOP of anesthetized subjects with laryngeal mask at all times after measurement was significantly lower than that of the tracheal group. (16) Özhan et al. Demonstrated that the C-MAC Visional Cryptoscope can be used as the first choice for patients with high IOP who need general anaesthesia with intubation. (17) The intubation procedure for anaesthesia or mechanical ventilation increases the IOP. This mechanism is still unclear. Some scientists believe that cardiovascular activity during intubation are responsible for this status. Parandoosh in their study was found that in patients undergoing cataract surgery the IOP with general anaesthesia was lower than local anaesthesia. (18) The results of present study showed that the IOP in patients with intra-laryngeal mask anaesthesia had less variation in compared with other methods. Agla Alishiri et al. in 2010 reported that IOP of patients under laryngeal mask airway was less increased compare to tracheal intubation. Therefore, use of laryngeal mask airway was effective for ocular surgeries. (19) The laryngeal mask technique is completely different from the endotracheal intubation. In this method, laryngoscopy is not required to visualize the vocal cords. Also, the laryngeal mask does not go into the trachea and is instead located in the hypopharynx region. These factors make less stress to the patient and, therefore, better control of hemodynamic responses and IOP. (20) One of the other benefits of this technique is the deficiency of an increase in IOP due to its removal. (In contrast of endotracheal tube). (21, 22) Direct laryngoscopy and tracheal intubation always have been associated with stress. Stimulation following laryngoscopy and intubation can create sympathetic-adrenal reflex and this reflex can effect on heart rate and blood pressure and change hemodynamic responses. (23) The tracheal intubation stress was associated with an increase in IOP. (24) The mechanism of the secondary IOP increasing is due to increase in the sympathetic activity. Adrenergic stimulation can produce arterial and venous contractions and increases central venous pressure and leads to increased intravascular pressure, which is closely related to the IOP. (25) Different factors can effect on IOP, but the important factors are the aqueous humour dynamics, the changes in the choroidal blood volume (CBV), central venous pressure (CVP) and increased muscle tension of eyes. The sudden elevation in systolic blood pressure can make acute IOP until the aqueous humour flow moderates this pressure. (26) Obstruction in the central venous can create elevation in intravenous or hyperkinetic pressure, which this parameters increased CBV and IOP. (27) IOP may also be significantly affected by direct pressure on the eye, contraction of the extra-ocular muscles, contractions of the orbicularis oculi (OrbOc) muscles, eyelid closure, and congestion of the orbit veins. (28)

**DISCUSSION**

The mechanism of the secondary IOP increasing is due to increase in the sympathetic activity. Adrenergic stimulation can produce arterial and venous contractions and increases central venous pressure and leads to increased intravascular pressure, which is closely related to the IOP. (25) Different factors can effect on IOP, but the important factors are the aqueous humour dynamics, the changes in the choroidal blood volume (CBV), central venous pressure (CVP) and increased muscle tension of eyes. The sudden elevation in systolic blood pressure can make acute IOP until the aqueous humour flow moderates this pressure. (26) Obstruction in the central venous can create elevation in intravenous or hyperkinetic pressure, which this parameters increased CBV and IOP. (27) IOP may also be significantly affected by direct pressure on the eye, contraction of the extra-ocular muscles, contractions of the orbicularis oculi (OrbOc) muscles, eyelid closure, and congestion of the orbit veins. (28)

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, the same medications were used for induction of anaesthesia. Therefore, it can be concluded that Macintosh laryngoscopy has more effects on intraocular pressure in...
patients undergoing cataract surgery compared to other methods of airway management. Therefore, using laryngeal mask as against laryngoscopy with Macintosh, McCoy, and video GlideScope is preferable.
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